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Abstract—This paper describes the first step of a research project with the aim of predicting students’ performance during an online curriculum on a LMS and keeping them from falling behind. Our research project aims to use data mining, machine learning and artificial intelligence methods for monitoring students in e-learning trainings. This project takes the shape of a partnership between computer science / artificial intelligence researchers and an IT firm specialized in e-learning software.

We wish to create a system that will gather and process all data related to a particular e-learning course. To make monitoring easier, we will provide reliable statistics, behaviour groups and predicted results as a basis for an intelligent virtual tutor using the mentioned methods. This system will be described in this article.

In this step of the project, we are clustering students by mining Moodle log data. A first objective is to define relevant clustering features. We will describe and evaluate our proposal. A second objective is to determine if our students show different learning behaviours. We will experiment whether there is an overall ideal number of clusters and whether the clusters show mostly qualitative or quantitative differences.

Experiments in clustering were carried out using real data obtained from various courses dispensed by a partner institute using a Moodle platform. We have compared several classic clustering algorithms on several group of students using our defined features and analysed the meaning of the clusters they produced.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context of the project

Our research project is based around a Ph.D. supported by the IRIT (Institute of Computer Science Research of Toulouse) and the IT firm Andil, specialized in e-learning software. Another partner firm, Juriscampus, a professional training institute, connects our project with real data from its past and current e-learning courses. There are obvious benefits to this collaboration: we have access to real data from several distinct trainings with different characteristics. There are also some drawbacks or constraints. For instance, none of these trainings includes a pre-test, which restrains the possibilities of data mining and the relevance of our interpretations.

The aim of our project is to use the methods of IT, data mining, machine learning and artificial intelligence to give educators better tools to help their e-learning students. More specifically, we want to improve the monitoring of students, to automate some of the educators’ work, to consolidate all of the data generated by a training, to examine this data with classical machine learning algorithm, to compare the results with results from a HTM-based machine learning algorithm, and to create an intelligent tutoring system based on an innovative HTM-based behavioural engine.

The reasons for monitoring students are that we want to keep them from falling behind their peers and giving up, which can be noticed earlier and automatically by data mining methods. We also want to see if we are able to predict their end results at their exams just from their curriculum data, which would mean we could henceforth advise students on how they are doing. Eventually, we would also like to devise some sort of ideal path through the different resources and activities, by observing similarities between what the best students chose, in order to suggest this same order to the more helpless students, and see how this correlates with what the teachers would describe as prerequisites.

Due to our collaborations, we have access to real data obtained in real time from several distinct trainings with different characteristics, such as the number of students, the duration of the training, and the proportion of lessons versus graded activities. We also have access to feedback from the training managers, with long lasting experience in monitoring students, who can tell us what seems important to watch and if our interpretations seem right to them. There are also some drawbacks or constraints. For instance, none of these trainings includes a pre-test, which restrains the possibilities of data mining and the relevance of our interpretations.

The proposed system will be generic enough to collect and analyse data from any LMS with a logging system. However, our current implementation connects with only one LMS so far, because in our context, all of the available data comes from a Moodle [1], [2] platform where the courses are located. Moodle’s logging system keeps track of what materials students have accessed and when and stores this data in its relational database. This database also contains some other
interesting data such as grades.

Our system gives a better access to this data. But for a more complex output, we use different machine learning methods to analyse the data more in depth and interpret it semantically. In a first step, we will reuse classical algorithms, in their implementation by the free library Weka [3]. We will run clustering, classification and regression algorithms. The clustering should help us notice different behaviour groups [4], [5] such as students who obtain good grades despite a low overall activity or students who are active everywhere except on the forums where they are lurkers. The classification will help us notice what accounts for a student’s success or failure [6]; by using the results on data from current trainings, we will try to predict the future success of a student. The regression should refine this to help us predict a student’s final grade [7].

In a next step, we will try to adapt to our problem an innovative algorithm that seems well adapted to our data. This algorithm, HTM (Hierarchical Temporal Memory), in its Cortical Learning Algorithm [8] version, is a data representation structure inspired by the human neocortex. It is well adapted to non-random data that have underlying temporal and “spatial” structure. It can be used as a basic engine with a clustering, classification or prediction output, but the details needed to do this have not yet been proposed by the algorithm’s authors. Moodle’s log data seems to us well adapted to this specification. As a consequence, we wish to implement the CLA algorithm with clustering, classification and prediction output to analyse its results on our data.

All of this will help automate the training manager’s work. Currently, they already monitor students, but they have to collect and analyse the data manually, which means that they actually use very few indicators. But this automation can go a step further by creating an intelligence virtual tutor [9] that will directly interact with students and teachers. It could suggest students a next action based on their last activity and graded results, or also give them a more global view of where they stand by using the machine learning results. It could also send them e-mails to advise them to login more frequently or warn them that a new activity has opened. It could also warn the training manager of any important or unusual event.

To implement this virtual tutor, we will in a first step use simple rules, but as a second step, we wish to re-use the formerly mentioned HTM-CLA algorithm with a new output: behaviour generation, as tried in [10].

B. Clustering as a means of analysis

Clustering [11] is the unsupervised grouping of objects into classes of similar objects. In e-learning, clustering can be used for finding clusters of students with similar behaviour patterns. In the example of forums, a student can be active or a lurker [12], [4]. These patterns may in turn reflect a difference in learning characteristics, which may be used to give them differentiated guiding [13]. They may also reflect a degree of involvement with the course, which, if too low, can hinder learning.

Data mining in general can also be used to better inform teachers about what is going on [14], or to predict a student’s chance of success [15], [7], which is the final aim of our project.

The data contained in Moodle logs lends itself readily to clustering, after a first collecting and pre-processing step [6]. The pre-processing serves to eliminate useless information, select the data we want to study (a specific course or student, a certain time period) and, in our case, shape it into features.

Our aim with this analysis will be to determine if there is an overall ideal number of clusters and whether the clusters show mostly qualitative or quantitative differences. The clustering will be made by students, so our experiments will output clusters of students. Hence, we will try to interpret the results in terms of differences of behaviour between students.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: the clustering features we chose to represent our data are presented in section 2, the experimental method in section 3, the results are detailed in section 4, and conclusions and future research are outlined in section 5.

II. WEB APPLICATION

As described earlier, our project brought us to develop a system in the form of a web application. This application is called GIGA, which means Gestionnaire d’indice général d’apprentissage (French for General Learning Index Manager). The choice of a web application was made because it allowed for an easy access to data for the teachers.

A. Description of the current implementation

This web application is already in use for student monitoring in our partner training institute. This application gathers data from a LMS and other sources and allows to monitor students with raw figures, statistics and machine learning.

Our implementation uses the language Java with frameworks Wicket, Hibernate, Spring and Shiro. The data is stored in a MySQL database.

In our partner’s case, the LMS is a Moodle platform where the courses are located. Because of this, the current implementation features only the ability to import data from Moodle. However, the application could be very simply extended to other LMSes that have a similar logging system.

Hence, we are also constrained by what Moodle does and does not log. For instance, there is no native way in Moodle to know exactly when a user has stopped their session unless they have used the “log out” button. To solve this problem, our partner firm Andil had to create a Moodle plugin to have better logout estimates, that will be deployed on all future trainings, and we give different estimates for past trainings.

B. Data consolidation

We have decided to consolidate into a single database most of the data produced by an e-learning training. Currently, the data is scattered in two main sources: the students’ activity data are stored by the LMS, whereas some other data (administrative, on-site training, contact and communication history, final exams grades) are kept by the training managers, their administrative team and the diverse educators, sometimes in ill-adapted solutions such as in a spreadsheet. This keeps teachers from making meaningful links: for instance, the student has
not logged in this week, but it is actually normal because they called to say they were ill.

We have already provided forms for importing grades obtained in offline exams, presence at on-site trainings and commentaries on students. In the future, we will expand this to an import directly from a spreadsheet, and to other types of data. From Moodle, we regularly import the relevant data: categories, sections, lessons, resources, activities, logs and grades.

C. Data granularity

It seemed very important to us that the data collected by our application could be both available for a detailed study but also fit for a global overview. To meet this goal, we defined different granularity levels at which this data can be consulted.

All raw data imported from Moodle or from other sources is directly available for consultation, such as the dates and times of login and logout of each student, or each grade obtained in quizzes.

We then provide statistics built from these raw data, such as the mean number of logins over the selected time period. This is already a level of granularity not provided by Moodle except in rare cases.

We also felt a need for a normalized indicator that would make our statistics easy to understand, like a grade out of 10, to compare students at a glance. We have defined a number of such indicators, trying to capture most aspects of a student’s online activity. All these indicators are detailed in the next section about machine learning features, because they were what we used for features. For instance, a student could have a grade for the number of lessons downloaded as a PDF to read later. We used a formula that would reflect both the distinct and total number of times that this action had been done.

From these indicators, we built by a weighted mean higher level ones representing a facet of learning, like online presence, study, graded activity, social participation and results. Then, at an even higher level but by the same process, a single general grade, which we called the General Learning Index and which gave its name to the application.

III. CHOICE OF THE DATA AND FEATURES FOR MACHINE LEARNING

A. The data selected

We tried to import into our system all of the data that could be relevant to a student’s online activity and performance. We chose to import all logs from the Moodle database, because they indicate what material the student has seen or not seen and how often. We added to that the grades obtained, which are in another table, after some reflexion: should we judge students by their intermediary grades or not? We thought that it could reflect if the student’s activity was efficient or not. Finally, we are in the process of adding data from external sources, as mentioned in 2.2.

B. The features

We must now aggregate this data into a list of features that could capture most aspects of a student’s online activity without redundancy and that we will use for machine learning. The features we have selected are:

- Login frequency
- Last login
- Time spent online
- Number of lessons read
- Number of lessons downloaded as a PDF to read later
- Number of resources attached to a lesson consulted
- Number of quizzes, crosswords, assignments, etc. done
- Average grade obtained
- Average last grade obtained
- Average best grade obtained
- Number of forum topics read
- Number of forum topics created
- Number of answers to forum topics

We see that these features naturally aggregate into themes such as online presence, content study, graded activity, social participation. Most of these features are only concerned with the quantity of online activity of the student, and not the relevance of this activity. Those concerning grades are here to check that the student’s activity is not in vain.

Obviously, these features are not truly independent, and they all particularly depend on the presence features, because a student who never goes online will never do any other activity. But we think that taken together, they give a rather complete picture of the students’ activities. They offer more detail than those chosen in [6].
Some activities offered by Moodle are not represented by these features only because they do not correspond to what is offered by the trainings we follow. For instance, none of our trainings has a chat or a wiki. But we could easily add these features for trainings for which it could be relevant.

For every "number of x" feature, we actually used a formula that would reflect both the distinct and total number of times that this action had been done. It's crucial to make a difference between someone who has read 5 lessons and someone who read 5 times the same lessons. However, it's also important to notice that someone has come back to a lesson to brush up on some detail. In order to keep the total number of features reasonable, we chose to integrate both numbers into a single number, using this formula which gives more weight to features for trainings for which it could be relevant.

\[ \text{nbActivity} = 10 \times \text{nbDistinct} + \text{NbTotal}. \]

All scores obtained by a student on a feature are divided by the number of days elapsed in the selected time interval, in order to reflect that as time passes, they keep on being active on the platform (or at least they should). They are also divided, when a total count is being made on a number of activities done, by the number of these activities, for the same reasons.

All of our features are normalized, with the best student served, we could see a quantitative, but no qualitative difference between the students' activity. We did not observe groups that had an obvious behaviour difference, such as workers and lurkers in [4]. It seemed that a single feature, a kind of index of their global activity, would be almost sufficient to describe our data. This is also shown by the very little (2 to 3) number of clusters that was always sufficient for describing our data.

B. Meaning of the clusters

When analysing the data, we see that this algorithm only isolates the best student from the rest of them, leading to a large error. We have not yet delved deeper to understand this mistake.

Curve A2 (in green) has the particularity of being very flat almost everywhere except for K-Means, which shows an inflection point in error for 3 clusters, which is the only number recommended by X-Means. This similarity is logical, given that X-Means and K-Means are very close algorithms. This similarity is also shown by the very little (2 to 3) number of clusters for X-Means, Hierarchical clustering and Expectation Maximisation.

For curve A1 (in red), X-Means proposes 2 clusters. This is also clearly the choice of Expectation Maximisation. However, Hierarchical Clustering obtains a surprising error. When analysing the data, we see that this algorithm only isolates the best student from the rest of them, leading to a large error. We have not yet delved deeper to understand this mistake.

V. Experimental results

Our results were surprising because from what we observed, we could see a quantitative, but no qualitative difference between the students' activity. We did not observe groups that had an obvious behaviour difference, such as workers and lurkers in [4]. It seemed that a single feature, a kind of index of their global activity, would be almost sufficient to describe our data. This is also shown by the very little (2 to 3) number of clusters that was always sufficient for describing our data.

A. Best number of clusters

The following figure shows the results of the four algorithms used on each of our three datasets. The first shows the frequency at which the X-Means algorithm proposed a given number of clusters. The other three graphs show the error for a given number of clusters for K-Means, Hierarchical clustering and Expectation Maximisation.

- Curve A1 (in red), X-Means proposes 2 clusters.
- Curve A2 (in green) has the particularity of being very flat almost everywhere except for K-Means, which shows an inflection point in error for 3 clusters, which is the only number recommended by X-Means. This similarity is logical, given that X-Means and K-Means are very close algorithms.
- Curve B, in blue, all four diagrams agree on 3 clusters being the best choice.

B. Meaning of the clusters

To our surprise, the clusters observed for all three trainings did not show anything more relevant than a simple distinction between active and less active students, with variations according to the chosen number of clusters. We did not, for instance, notice any group that would differ from another simply by their activity on the forum.

To try to explain this phenomenon, we might observe the following things:
• our training classes are rather small in number of students. There might be less variety of behaviour than among a larger dataset.
• our students may be rather homogenous in terms of age, tech use, former job experience
• there might be some vicious or vertuous circle of activities. For example, if nobody uses the forum, then nobody is enticed to start using it. This might be true of other activities if the students communicate about how much they work, but this is rather less probable. This hypothesis is probably true as long as forums are concerned: we noticed while studying our data that students post many more new topics than answers to other topics. They probably use the forum more a way of communicating with the teachers and staff than with their peers.

Hence, in about all observed clusters, the students were only quantitatively differentiated by a global activity level. It is also to be noticed that when the number of clusters was too large, clusters containing only one student, the most or least active of his training, tended to form. This phenomenon might be a good indicator that the number of clusters is too high without the help of a comprehensive study.

However, the groups obtained by clustering were always neatly segregated by their activity level, and this activity level was also correlated to the grades they obtained in graded activities. This shows that our method is sufficient to help identify students in trouble, which is our global aim.

Classification and regression tests will follow as soon as final grades are imported into our database.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion on the work presented
We propose to create tools that are novel and really needed by training managers. Our application uses data mining and machine learning methods to solve the problem of student monitoring in e-learning. We have detailed how the implementation allows to meet our goals by a good mix of different levels of granularity in the viewing of the data (raw data, statistics and data processed by different clustering and classification machine learning algorithms). We already have very positive feedback from users from just simple statistics and are still improving our web application to add more possibilities for understanding the data. We think that our project offers a good balance between offering the viewing of raw data, of data slightly processed into statistics, then processed by machine learning algorithms, both classical and innovative. The choice of Moodle is not an obstacle to generalization of our work, which can easily adapted to another LMS just by adding a new importer.

We have proposed features that can be used for mining data obtained from Moodle courses. We think that these features are comprehensive and generic enough to be reused by other
Moodle miners. These features are then used to conduct a clustering of the data followed by an analysis.

The first results are surprising, but lead us to want to do more tests and analyses to see if our results can be generalized. OBased on our experimental results using several algorithms, we can say that our students show very little qualitative difference in behaviour. It seems that a single feature, a kind of index of their global activity, would be almost sufficient to describe our data. This is also shown by the very little (2 to 3) number of clusters that is sufficient for describing our data. We propose several explanations for this surprising result, such as the small dataset, the homogeneity of our students and a vicious circle effect.

However, the clustering using our features is enough to monitor students and notice which ones run a risk of failure, and the viewing of the features helps explain why they are in trouble. We can hence advise these students to work more.

B. Future work

We have already thought of new features that we would like to implement. They are based on external data in the process of being imported.

We want to compare the results obtained by all machine learning algorithms to see if one seems better suited. Later, we will also implement another HTM-based machine learning algorithm, and again compare results. We also want to add regression to try and predict the final grade.

We have limited our experiments, for the time being, to a subset of the available data. It would obviously be interesting to repeat the experiment using all of our data to see whether we notice structural difference across trainings, or whether this is a trend.

Classification will be used once we have integrated to our data the final exam results (which are not Moodle data), to check whether this result could have been predicted. If so, we will then splice our data into time periods to try and notice at what point in the training a good prediction could already be made. We also have a few new features that we would like to implement soon, such as presence at an on-site training.

Speaking of time periods, it is perhaps unfortunate that our pre-processing, by shaping the log data into features, had to flatten the time dimension. We might want to check on the possibility of modeling our data as a time series, as in [5].

Another facet that the data we have gathered could reveal is the quality of the study material: is a quiz too hard, so that students systematically fail it? Is a lesson less read than the others - maybe it is boring? Do the students feel the need to ask many questions in the forums? We could improve the trainings by this transversality quality monitoring.

We could partly automate the training managers’ work by creating an intelligence virtual tutor that will directly interact with students and teachers. It could suggest students a next action based on their last activity and graded results, or also give them a more global view of where they stand by using the machine learning results. It could also send them e-mails to advise them to login more frequently or warn them that a new activity has opened. It could also warn the training manager of any important or unusual event.
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